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An Editor’s Note: What is Oneirata? 

The history of this magazine is perhaps as obscure as its name. The estimates that I have 

received from members of the English and History departments have placed its inception as 

having taken place sometime during the 1970’s. We don’t know who actually decided to begin 

the magazine, but according to a few parents within the community, the magazine was at least “a 

thing” during their time within this high school. 

Oneirata, when entered into the Google search engine, produces results suggesting that 

its name may derive from the thoughts postulated by Socrates, the Ancient Greek philosopher. 

Socrates distinguished ideas of social placement into those based on reality, aletheia, and dream 

images, oneirata. The purpose of this magazine has always been to give students a chance to 

express themselves, whether in the form of artwork or literary design, to their peers within the 

greater High School community. Oneirata, even if its history is somewhat shrouded in mystique, 

has become a tradition spanning some forty years now. Of course, we do not actually know if the 

original editors actually had Socrates in mind when they started this magazine, but it seems 

reasonable to believe that they did. It is safe to say that the gist of the name relates to dreams.  

I believe that it is fair to say that the magazine has upheld the definition of the term that 

gives it its name. We have in the past considered changing the name of this magazine to one 

more easily pronounced and understood. I do not think that this is necessary, however. Ta Oneira 

is the translation of “The Dreams” into Greek, and this magazine and the tradition as a whole is 

in many ways a collection of the imagination and creativity, indeed the dreams of those who 

have walked through Hastings High School’s doors and submitted to the magazine during its 

forty year history. 

 The many submissions that, every year, students at this High School send never ceases to 

inspire me. The creativity that people mask under a veil, to only be dispensed with through 

works such as this magazine, is testament to the great things that people can accomplish if they 

endeavor to do so. When I joined the editing board of this magazine, there were only two editors. 

Since then, the number of editors has grown, and in fact, we intend to expand the magazine in 

the future. Oneirata’s yearly production is contingent on the continued submission of work by 

students, in addition to an annual pool of new editors to partake in the development of the 

magazine. To those who submitted this year, thank you for contributing to a lasting tradition that 

has brought together artists and poets.  To those who have work that could be submitted next 

year, we encourage you to do so. We look forward to receiving your work in the future. 

JONAH PHILIP FRIED, Chief Editor 

Special Thanks also to ETHAN POCHNA, Art Editor and MS. WALTERS, Faculty Advisor 
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Gift from the gods 

 

Call it a gift from the gods of fire.  

 

The inferno feeling of the sun king. 

Dancing into the light as if the war  

Ended. The way queens and kings 

Conquered the world. The way poetry 

Seeps into hearts of others. A black 

And white picture hung as if it were the 

Almighty giants of Athens.  

 

Cars casually go back and forth with  

No worries, no concerns. The simple 

Words: More Poetry is needed. The way 

The world needs water or the sky needs 

Winds. Skies as blue as the moon 

Jellyfish. The feeling of the humid air 

frizzing up my hair from the harsh  

Weather.  

 

The sinking feeling of reading the words 

Off the board. The way they say  

“More poetry is needed”. The way a  

knight feels after Saving the princess. 

relief that there's no more worries  

of the ending. The beginning  

Is now. The relief of knowing something  

is approaching the new era. 
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As if the angels died and came back for  

A treat? May the new generation pass  

On great history to be told. As if the ending  

Was a joke and it was something off a picture  

Book. As if they understand that you can’t 

Simply end. You begin again.  

JUNITO RIVERA 
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MAYA FOXMAN 

Grapes 

As I plucked each grape, 

Pulling it away from its stem 

It rolled between 

My fingertips. Still wet 

From rinsing the previous ones.  

 

The dents began to form faces.  

Staring blankly at me directly. 

Looking up from down below  
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Surrounded by sealed windows, 

Darkening up the kitchen. 

 

I stare back in realization, 

They were created just to be consumed. 

I saw my life mirroring the grapes. 

How one day  

The same fate will happen to me. 

The ground swallowing me whole 

Without a thought. 

 

I ate one whole 

In return I was greeted by 

A crisp and awakening sweetness. 

Even after the mere second of sorrow 

I still popped them one after another 

Into my mouth. 

JASMINE KAYAT 
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  SARAH WESTRICH 

 

 

Ode to Nature 

To awaken at dawn and walk the pink rocks and their sunlit glaze  

To the grains of sand that twinkle with the wink of an eye and ray of sharp sun 

To stand still with the first gust of wind and see the world through a  

Translucent red curtain. 

 

With the emerald hills above and cerulean sea below, 

I'm afloat with salt water in my eyes and wings on my hands. 

The mountains tinged purple 

The trees painted black 

The clouds are scalloped in gold. 
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You wade at the foot of alpine tree-topped mountains and press sore feet into moss  

Water drips from the ends of your wet hair 

Bent and curved like steel. 

Walk among the pines an hour before the sun goes down 

Touch your toe to the water 

Watch it ripple like honey 

 CATHERINE SAFARTY 

 

        OWEN LABATE 

 

Babushka 

Frail body, five foot two. 

In contrast to my mother, plump. 

Pear shaped but gaunt. 

Hair curly, mahogany brown, 
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dyed infrequently. 

A purple jacket, hideous and oversized 

but treasured. Hats worn often 

were funky and Russian, just like her. 

Clay under fingernails from the  

wheel in her backyard, making 

pots and bowls and vases.  

A toothy smile adorned her  

face at every interaction. 

Shawls and scarfs a staple in  

her wardrobe. She jumped 

from one topic to another, task 

after task moving like a bunny, 

trying to fill an awkward silence  

that was anticipated but never came, 

until she was gone.  

 

MADDIE LESSER 
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SARAH WESTRICH 

 

Disjunction 

I drove my Subaru home at 2:4  

but I don’t remember getting here. 

 

My brain knows I conducted the  

actions. Turning the transmission, 

checking my blind spots, reversing. 

The memory escapes the thalamus  

but I can’t recall the definition. 

 

The sweet scent of a Hershey’s  

chocolate bar encapsulates my  
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room. A single thing I can  

acknowledge. 

 

One windowpane of my life foggy. 

Now it is like the windows of my 

house on the first snowfall. 

 

Saying hi to a friend, then right to 

lunch. Missing chunks of time 

like half of a thousand-piece puzzle 

getting lost in a move. 
 

The point of a pencil digs into my palm 

but I don’t realize I’m the one doing it. 

Teachers talk, words rearrange  

themselves into gibberish. 
 

Yesterday I heard a sudden ringing 

in my ears. It drowned out the sound 

of the television already tasked with 

distracting from the smoky feeling. 

Lasting minutes it faded out 

and again the lack of sense returned.  

MADDIE LESSER 
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  MAYA FOXMAN 

Lucy  

 

i.      

When I was young this house was beautiful, the wind-beaten rafters coated in gleaming 

saffron paint and the chips of slate that adorn the swirling curvature of the roof. Smooth, 

unmarred.  

Now the only way to describe it is faded. 

Each evening Lucy and I, our hair no longer blushing with the auburns and golds of 

youth, hover on the porch as if we’re waiting for some imaginary something. Watch the sky 

blaze pale yellow through the scant latticework of the cedar trees.  
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The sunsets here are timid now, not brash ballets of magenta and scarlet the way they’d 

been when we’d come here as children. Lucy says this is a good sign. “I read in National 

Geographic it means there’s less air pollution. A better world for our children.”  

 

I don’t say this to Lucy, but no utopia would have lackluster sunsets. 

 

A few feet away from our now gnarled feet, a solitary fish pirouettes out of the brownish 

water of Lake Champlain, shattering the smooth surface before disappearing into the inky folds 

of liquid once more. A child’s sand-streaked body hurtles towards the space the silvery creature 

inhabited mere milliseconds ago, only to collide with emptiness. Sent thousands of glittering 

drops skyward, speckling our faces.  

 

ii.     Lucy once had a husband, a nondescript man named Adam or Matthew or something else 

straight from the onion-skin pages of an overpriced Bible. But he ran out of antidepressants, did 

the cliche thing and crammed his dirty magazines and his dryer-shrunk plaid shirts into the guts 

of his black Toyota. Drove to somewhere in Virginia and didn’t call.  

 

She didn’t try to follow him.  

 

The long-legged children with mysterious freckles and wafting copper curls are Lucy’s now. 

 

iii.     The moment the Milky Way begins to creep in front of the wispy clouds, we retreat back 

inside like clockwork. Vivid sunflowers of corn-on-the-cob boil for the children, their red 

rubber-band mouths producing constant streams of noise while Lucy pours them glasses and 

glasses of frothing indigo blueberry juice from the farm across the street.  

     

The children and I guzzle down greenish ribbons of pesto while Lucy attacks the faces of 

the smallest ones with a damp rag, obliterating any messes with frantic swipes.  
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By the time we finish there are only a few strands of pasta clinging to the ceramic bowl 

left for Lucy. A pang of hunger simmers beneath her ribs, but she does not react. Scrapes the 

contents into the bowl of the thinnest child, who still vibrates with an unquenched appetite. 

I watch silently from the corner, trying to make myself small. 

 

iv.      Sometimes during the day Lucy and I drive the winding roads into Burlington, a pale 

facsimile of a city where dreadlocked college students blow rings of smoke up and up into the 

humid blue sky. She buys bread and milk from a cramped corner store, the lines by her eyes 

stretching a tiny fraction of a millimeter with each jade green dollar bill she slaps onto the 

counter.  

  

I try to tell Lucy I don’t like it here.  

 

I hate the rancid smell of marijuana the college students smoke, so similar to that of the 

skunk that sprayed me seven summers ago, so I had to be stuffed into the slimy porcelain tub 

while Lucy rubbed various concoctions (toothpaste and tomato sauce and grainy baking soda) 

into every pore of my skin.  

 

And I hate how the filthy cobblestones dig into the skin of my feet, etching hideous 

calluses into them while strangers stare in pity and click their tongues at my whimpers. 

     

I also hate how with each passing trip, my joints become sorer, my limbs buckling with 

flashes of arthritis and my eardrums filling with sticky orange fluid until the incessant sound of 

the sparrows chirping becomes mere white noise. 

 

But Lucy doesn’t listen! 

ANIELA COHIG 
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          PAIGE WILKIE 

 

v.      

The hazy cyan of summer is beginning to evaporate into the warm-hued shadows of 

autumn, Lucy’s face growing lobster red with sunburn and her brown eyes wrinkling into fat 

smiles of fatigue. My body grows weaker and weaker until the jagged flashes of pain are 

unbearable. In the night I cry out and the children grumble with annoyance, wriggling under their 

garishly colored quilts. Lucy sits next to me in her white wicker chair and pretends to read an 

ancient copy of the New Yorker, staying on the same page for forty three minutes, glancing up at 

me frantically every few second like she’s afraid I’ve disappeared. “Just try to breathe,” she 

whispers to me. “Everything will be okay.”  

     

But I know it won’t. 

 

 

vi.     The next day we drive the dusty labyrinth of roads towards the meager buzz of the city 

once again. Lucy makes what I think is a wrong turn but then the sedan is crashing to a halt in a 

gravel parking lot overlooked by an off-white vinyl building devoid of windows. The backdrop 

of the Adirondacks glows turquoise behind it, an odd combination of colors.  
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Lucy’s eyes are vaguely wet for some reason, and red like the comb of a crotchety rooster 

that once screamed at me when we bought cucumbers from a farm stand. I try to ask her if she’s 

okay, but of course she doesn’t hear. 

 

I’m dragged out of the car and through the doorway into a colorless lobby, the kind that 

tries to be sterile but fails. I look at the ceiling, my vision blurred and my neck stiff and flaming. 

I barely make out flaking dark paint, a single bit of it tumbling downwards and downwards until 

it hits my tongue with a bitter taste. Lucy makes odd retching noises as if she’s about to be sick, 

but apart from the dripping eyes and the ever-growing wrinkles she looks the same as she has all 

summer.  

       

Another woman appears, so young she could be one of Lucy’s copper haired children 

save for her oblong eyeglasses and her purple painted lips. I’m dragged forward again, my feet 

moaning in protest. Too much pain!  

  

The women sweeps Lucy and me into a cinderblock alcove, shutting a flimsy plastic door 

behind us and donning wispy blue gloves as her purple lips open and close and the fuzzy arches 

of her eyebrows sway back in forth in an expression I can’t seem to decipher. “Lovely dog. 

Ancient though. How old?” All the sound feels as if it’s behind an enormous swath of silk like 

the scarves Lucy wears on the rare days when her wrinkles don’t look as big and her lips are 

painted red or maroon. Everything is just teetering on the edge of decipherable.  

Lucy counts on her quivering unpolished fingers. In my youth she would shellack them in 

a rainbow of shades, using tiny brushes to etch intricate patterns into the color. “Very 

old...Twenty-six, I think. I’ve had her since I was seventeen.” My joints give way, my muscles 

burning and snapping so I can’t even think without trillions of sparks ricocheting through my 

body in unpleasant waves.  

The strange woman’s eyebrows scurry together. “Are you sure? That’s nearly 200 in dog 

years. Approaching world record! Maybe you’ve miscounted?” 

 

“No,” says Lucy, her voice inexplicably octaves and octaves higher than I’ve ever heard it. 

“She’s always been remarkable. Sometimes I think she can understand me when I speak 

English.” 
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Vii. My eyes trace the blurry grey outline of what must be the strange lady's shoes stomping 

across the tile, anticipating the sharp click of her heels against the ground. But nothing comes. 

The world is silent. All I feel is the vibration of Lucy’s heartbeat against my ear and the throb of 

anguish sprinting laps around my insides again and again as if I’m being repeatedly struck by 

lightning but just can’t seem to succumb to it. Something tepid and vaguely wet hits my cheek 

and when I lick it it’s delightfully salty, pleasant enough to quell the pain for a blissful fraction 

of a second.  

 

Something cold, thin, foreign, bores its way into the confines of my thigh. An intruder! I 

try to fight it but my limbs grow leaden. The pain subsides, replaced by an emptiness.  

 

I stare at the white of the wall. 

 

Grey. 

 

Black. 

 

ANIELA COHIG 
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 SARAH WESTRICH 

 

Black Hole  

I, cloaked in a hospital 

gown, stood next to my sister,  

back to back.               

I was tethered to the bed,  

as free as a balloon  

tied to a young child’s wrist.   

 

I slept in that bed,         

I woke in it. 

For what felt like  

months I stayed in that cot, 

struggling to turn over, 

to stand, 

to walk. 

    

After comparing heights, my sister  
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and I returned to our predetermined places; 

she had her never-ending  

couch sentry 

and I had my bed; 

it attracted me as a black hole does to 

a lost spaceship.   

 

NOAH BROUDE 

                                                                                                                                
IAN CHARLES 

 

 

 

 

Spit 

 

The two were perched like eagles on the bridge between shops, peering over the edge. 

Their laughter flitted like seagulls and echoed off the walls of the barren mall. One was in a gray 

hoodie, taller than the other, a stout baby-faced boy with close cropped hair. Outside the huge, 

clear window-walls of the mall, Columbus circle stretched around them. It was black besides the 

lights of cars, past closing.  

The stout one leaned over the edge, preparing himself. He sucked the sides of his mouth, 

building up spit. Two floors below was a trashcan beside a pillar, which he was directly over. His 

head flicked from side to side as he took aim, moving his tongue to the back of his mouth and the 

saliva to the front. He cackled briefly to his companion, who stood looking doubtfully down with 

him, and then turned and spat. With an echo and a metallic plink like rain from inside a car it hit 

the ground, a foot off target. The two squinted over the rail, trying to locate the wetted blemish 

on the glistening tile. Eventually, grinning, they realized it had missed its mark. 
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Nonetheless, the shorter hopped back from the rail, letting out a whoop that in the silent 

mall crashed like thunder, shattering the silence. The taller, shocked, looked feverishly to both 

sides, watching for danger, before joining the first. Together they ran, celebrating the victory. 

The smaller was a hero, leader of a rebellion, coming home triumphant from battle. There on the 

floor in a moist speck was the body of his enemies, of his fear. Bounding down the escalator they 

heard trumpets, and saw parades and ribbons flown high in the sky, playing an ode to his 

bravery. As they rushed out the glass doors, slamming into the push-bars that opened them, the 

clack sent a shiver through the mall that as they ran away settled to silence and sleep. 

SILAS MCALLISTER-SPOONER 

ZACH TASHOFF 

 

Hold the Phone 

            She stood by the 10 dollar purple “Shrek phone”. She scanned the white walls, she 

always wanted to paint but couldn’t because it was not her home, and they were not her family’s 

walls to paint. Her pupils passed without hesitation over the shiny pictures taped to the wall of 

her in a denim jacket standing short, beside a plastic toy soldier. Her older sister, wearing a 

velvet black helmet atop the face that was much prettier than her own, atop the horse she had 

always wished she could ride. She saw her stupid young self, sitting in a highchair, surrounded 
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by her sisters and her mother, who looked too busy to glance at the camera, let alone smile. All 

these pictures were familiar to her, for the wall only displayed photos of her flesh and blood, 

hung carelessly with clear scotch tape. Each photo was familiar to her but one. 

             It was not shiny, like the others that had been taken from their camera and printed at 

CVS. It was grainy and dull. She could barely make out the man, slumped on a couch with a 

devilish smirk she had always found intriguing. Her eyes froze whenever she passed this 

picture.It must have been taken with flash, she determined, because his eyes were 

indistinguishable balls of greenish yellow light. He looked like a supervillain, shooting lasers 

from his deadly pupils. 

She wondered where her mother had found the picture but she never, ever, asked. She 

wondered everything about the picture. She wondered if the man still wore the button up white 

shirt with his sleeves unbuttoned. She wondered if he knew the picture hung on their wall. She 

wondered if he cared. She resented the water stain, that blurred out one of his knees. It reminded 

her of one of her watercolor paintings she had carelessly dripped water on, and she wondered if 

the photo could be fake. She had heard the camera adds ten pounds, and she wondered if she ever 

hugged him, if there would be ten more pounds for her short arms to encompass. She wondered 

if the color of his eyes could be the same as hers. 

Whenever she looked at the worn photo, she started imagining. The worst, most 

dangerous kind of imagining there was. She’d picture him in that same outfit, with that same 

smirk, the only one she knew; He would pop up in just about any scenario her 8 year-old mind 

could dream up. He would surprise her at school, or she’d stumble upon him at the grocery store. 

The locations of these fantasies varied but there was always one detail that never changed: he 

would provide her with forgivable excuses, he would hug her, she’d forgive him, and he would 

tell her he loved her.  

The phone rang, and where she wished there was a caller ID, the goofy burping face of a 

green ogre beamed at her. She did not trust that it could be him calling. She remembered the 

important words her mother spoke so often: he is your biological father, you do not have a 

father. She did not know what biological meant, but she guessed it meant something along the 

lines of evil, careless, selfish, mysterious, or unavailable. 

She reached out her now sweaty, chocolate stained hand and picked up the receiver. She 

coiled the phone wire around her shorty stubby finger that she had always hated, but no more 

than any of her other features.  

Then an unfamiliar voice, she hadn’t heard in about 8 years, spoke and it sent a chill 

down her spine, into her legs and arms. She wanted to hang up the phone, but it was too late. She 

hadn’t even thought about what she should call him… biological?  Her thoughts were racing but 

it was too late. 

“Hello pet” 

MARY-KATE KENEHAN 
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SARAH WESTRICH 

 

Fruit Bowl 

Your eyes look upon 

A black bowl  

And inside lies, 

A half brown banana,  

A pair of pears, a shiny crimson apple, 

A squishy orange, 

But hiding behind the orange, 

Lies something tan and fuzzy, a kiwi. 

Brown, it appears brown,  

Brown like a pine cone falling from a tree, 

Or like the teddy bear you used to sleep with. 
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but there is more, 

The inside is bright green, 

A lilypad resting upon a stream of dull water, 

An emerald gem, envy in a person’s eyes. 

Electric green, fluorescent green, 

Lime green, grassy green. 

You had never seen a kiwi in the fruit bowl before. 

Not sliced open on a plate next to a tiny silver spoon, 

Nor mixed into a fruit salad. 

Not to let the green, tart juice 

Drip down your chin. 

Not to let your eyes look upon the glistening flesh 

Speckled with black seeds. 

Like tiny bugs crawling through fields of green leaves. 

HANNAH BEINSTEIN 

 

Forever Mine (inspired by the Storycorps piece about Danny and Annie Perasa) 

Annie was sitting on the corner of her husband Danny’s hospital bed rubbing his left for 

comfort. Annie was like his safe place and even in the hospital he feels at home with her. Annie 

has been bringing Danny into the hospital almost every month for the past two years and he’d 

stay for weeks on end. It was hard for the both of them who were so used to everything being 

perfect for the last twenty-five years. 

“Danny, doesn’t this hospital smell just like the hotel we stayed at after the wedding?” 

Annie said with a warm smile that always made Danny feel like everything was okay no matter 

what he felt like. She’s been having to give him that same smile way more often now that he’s 

been in the hospital so often to try and remind him that she was there for him. 

“I was thinking that since we came in last week, honey. I could smell this place all day 

and never get tired of it.” Danny replied.  

They looked at each other and smiled for a little before Annie went down memory lane. 

She thought of the night her and Danny got married. They stayed at a small hotel in New York 

City. The smell of Lysol was strong and everywhere. Caught in the moment, they ignored it and 

got their room key. They ran up the stairs to the 5th floor hand in hand laughing. They were so 
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freshly in love and everyone from the first to the fifth floor knew it because of the exchanges of 

“I love yous" on their way up. 

“I love you!” Annie said  

“I love you so much more” Danny replied. 

When the finally got to the room they put Michael Jackson's album Dangerous in the CD 

player. They skipped to track five, their favorite song “Remember the Time”. They danced 

around the small hotel room performing the song holding hands and throwing themselves on the 

bed. This was their song, they listened to it after everything good happened like Danny 

proposing to her. They lied on the hard hotel bed and Danny smoked cigarettes and drank red 

wine out of the bottle. Annie leaned up against the bedframe gave Danny a look of concern. 

“Would you please drink more water” Annie said “You drink wine like its juice, I know 

it's our wedding and all but sheesh”. 

“Annie, I’m so happy. Being married is like having a colored television, you never want 

to go back to black and white.” Danny said ignoring what she had just said. He was drunk at this 

point.  

“I love you, you light up my life, I hope you don’t change your mind about me Annie” he 

said standing up to grab her hands. 

“Every year on this day I’m going to make sure you haven’t changed your mind” he 

continued. 

They both got up and kept dancing with each other, knocking things over acting like two 

middle school best friends who couldn’t get enough of each other and they really couldn’t.  

A nurse walked in the room with the cart of hospital food that they brought around three 

times a day.  

“Hey guys sorry to interrupt but would you like some lunch Danny? We have chicken 

fingers today”, said the nurse.  

Danny agreed to chicken fingers and Annie helped him eat. The love they had for each 

other was just as strong as it was the day they got married. Annie did everything for Danny, like 

putting his hands on her shoulders for support when he felt out of breath walking and feeding 

him every meal every day.  

“Would you like some ice cream?” Annie said excitedly while wiping ketchup off of 

Danny's face. 

“You always add light into my life so effortlessly Annie, I love you with all of me.” 

Danny replied holding Annie's hand.  

“I love you more Dan” 
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Annie walked out of the room to the cafeteria. The elevator was playing Michael 

Jackson’s PYT and Annie could have cried right there. She got the black cherry vanilla ice cream 

Danny loved when she got to the cafeteria and headed back upstairs shortly after. When she got 

to the 6th floor where Danny's was she saw nurses running in and out of his room yelling for a 

doctor. 

“What's going on?” Annie yelled dropping the new cup of ice cream.  

Danny was pale and had a pen in his hand with a note next to it. She opened it and it was 

a daily love note that said “I’m sorry I left like this. I love you.” 

Annie cried with PYT playing in the back as nurses escorted her out of room 609. 

ALAIZA GONZALEZ 

 

ZACH TASHOFF 
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Ode to Money Tree 

Resting by the window 

Beryl leaves like the scales on a reptile 

Trunks braided, bound together 

You are a chipped pot, 

soggy soil, a fragment of summer 

Shimmering in front of a icy backdrop.   

Yet you are winter too, 

an indoor market, checkered corridor.  

The only sun you knew, a sun lamp 

arenaceous light, draining down on you.   

You are my grandparents,  

rugosed dollar bills, 

candy jars, wrappers tossed about.  

Serpentine stairs and rocking chairs.  

You are slobbery doggy kisses 

awaiting us at the door.   

You are donuts for breakfast,  

saccharine icing dribbling down the spongy dough.  

You are camping trips and spending time together 

You are all these memories,  

a symbol of good fortune and prosperity 

All the memories bound together tightly 

wound together like your trunks.   

CAITLIN GUILFOYLE 

 

The Really Twist 

“Would you rather be a urinal stampin’ crowd honking anagram decoder or a botón measuring 

cushion spilling chees-it wine-er? 
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“Do you see yourself applying for the Yankee chair of waxy kneed ring whiffers or the plasma 

spitting Barbara drowning shoe plaster crankin’ baby lickers?” 

Oh god damn I can’t spell a thing but that I know that I’d rather be a jelly scraping, whistle 

chewing ribbon cat than a funky handled swanky ankled laundry pomodoro sewer hatin’ rat 

envied, 

I’d take a blue ballsed hike up a curvy treeing, golden milking, shofar blowing, angry goding, 

sexy nymph tooth chipping, baker bruising, clay faced ribbon cliff over an ultimacy dancing, 

third course humpin’, comma splicin’, commandment spiking, metal meddling crack nosed 

smoking sine curve, 

I’ll swim through bone drawin’, armpit stingin’, stupor singin’, rainboat fillin’, lava humming 

Baton Rouge swamp over a winter crier, shyness exfoliating, mescaline describing, window 

paving, hash crunching, billiard lumping banana pie cream, 

I’ll à the chant the rotting, flower wetting, oil throating, West Nile gloating, tumult reepin’, acid 

salivating Franciscan hymn than sulk the judge-bearding, book needling, bell cramping, swing 

burning, rock shouting, juice boxing, school administered pledge of increedance, 

I’ll rather brush up against the knife breathin’, smile feeding, gum teethin’, whisper brushing, 

Saxon seething, church-a-walkin’, rain-a-listening 9-year-old than the toe-nail clippin’, hair 

dying, pig hair cryin’, belly soapin’, button collecting, mineral remedieing witch-pelt, 

I’d prefer a grayful dirt rake, table blending, curtain drippin’, vase clothing, anarchosyndicalist 

over a sun glassing, Gatsby eyed sexing, pocket tucking, warm sniffin’, Times New Roman 

Democrat, 

I’d rather bike a third of a mile of a thorny bushed, cornhusk covered, feta cheesin’, scalimon 

membraned, root frying ground than 45 minutes of fairway painted, bun expelling, dandelion-

scarin’, child scoring, Zamboni carved, slipper polished, amber burning driveway. 

And I rather stop it all at an oxidized engraving, tombstone waving, poem throwin’, enemy 

lovin’, maggot feeding, devil chirping cemetery than some grewsome laughing, eyeball 

spanking, bright light of alcoholized candelabra weeping, criminality suppressing, virgin 

drowning, platinum plated cow forum. 

Cuz it’s nothin’ like a sparrow’s best to hold out for the handshake that pleases your belly as 

much as the trophy patterned, crumb blowing, monk hunting, egg cracking, paint mixer that is 

skin. 

Upon further deliberance and extended counseling from Mrs. Robinson’s church mangling, pen 

ink chosen, incontrollable primerer minister, I’ve been advised and accepted with a 64% 

confidence to respout an alternative official statement that seems as follows: 

“I love the composition of my livelihood; accredited to the quality of emptiness that god dwells 

in, the self that red meat alcoholics climb for, and the company that my orange elected train 

schedule society upholds in most earnest by praying for my prose.   
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“And I wouldn’t like to offend any part of the formerly mentioned parties, for despite the fact 

that coexistence is a fathomless cancer that biblical drippings spread further towards our 

horizons, I’d rather choose this tragedy and pronounce as martyrs did for Abrahamic visions of 

dull, dulgent Eden.” 

BENJAMIN RATZKIN 

SARAH WESTRICH 

Our President 

Your peachy hair, 

Your tomato face, 

Your sprouting hands, 

Your bulbous belly, 

Oh you, our nature-made president 

 

Your draped black suit, 
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Your swinging red tie, 

Your open black coat, 

Your shiny black shoes 

Oh you, our American-made president 

 

You descend from immigrants, 

But never defend the immigrants. 

They’ll build you your wall 

If you’ll only stand tall 

Away from them all 

ALEXANDRA ROTMIL-ESSER 

 

Empty House  

I would steal things when mother and father were gone, 

which was most of the time. 

But only things no one would care to miss. 

 

Our dog Egor would watch disapprovingly from the couch. 

The couch our parents did not want him to sit on. 

 

My sisters would go outside and play in the lemon grass and the prickle bushes. 

They were wise. Older than I. 

I would be inside with Egor, in our empty house, 

examining that day’s loot from the schoolyard. 

 

The doors were always left open a crack to let in the breeze and the bugs. 

Those flying devils walked all over Egor. 

His old age and bad hip kept him from even trying to swat them away. 
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One day I came home with a pallet of Jolly Ranchers. 

With the Target seal still on them. 

Egor stared at me from his bed with a glare. 

With no one there to stop me 

I ate all of them there on the carpet. 

In our empty house. 

LEO BRESCIA 

ZACH TASHOFF 

 

A Glimpse of Grand Central Station 

Like wisps of flame, crowds flicker  

in and out of doors left ajar. 

They are illuminated by the faint ashes 

of cigarette smoke. 

At the unknown end of a remote hallway, 

a battalion of crying rifles fires away. 

Call it a gift from the gods of fire. 
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Looming above the main concourse 

A luminous clock dictates the time 

It discloses when that last embrace of emerald lips 

will occur, between departing lovers. 

It casts a bronze glow on her hair, 

and a midnight blue shadow on his face. 

A creased eye stares them down, 

doesn’t let its gaze drop from their faces. 

And with one blink they are gone, 

castaways on another speeding train. 

DYLAN HAMBURGER 

 

Ode to a Mirror 

You stand in my bedroom,  

long and lean,  

with your cold clear cut glass,  

staring in judgement  

of all that you see.  

 

I stand in front of you,  

waiting for your approval,  

yet I know you’re not the only one  

I have to please.  

 

You show my imperfections,  

you magnify my faults,  

you tell me when I’m wrong 
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you play my eternal love song.  

 

Unlike a camera that captures a moment, 

you stay here forever, 

for your own enjoyment.  

 

You shatter my dignity.  

You crack my self-esteem.  

Until it's left in pieces  

For all to see.  

 

You're only an object, 

that I’m addicted to,  

because society tells me that only you tell the truth.  

I shouldn’t listen to your meaningless thoughts.  

I should break away now before you tie your knot.  

PENELOPE MILANO 
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   SARAH WESTRICH 

 

Bye Bye Red  

As the weather grows colder 

and the ground begins to get  

clustered with all of the trees, children. 

The leaves  

evolve in their fall-fresh skin  

and blow away in the crisp clean air.  

 

The nighttime creeps up,  

like a ticking clock  

waiting to sleep;  

and all of the leaves lay still.  

No one to play with -  

but the rocks and dirt,  

they hope for morning.  
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When morning peaks around,  

the little red leaves shiver in the  

new winter air.  

Awaiting the breeze to whisk them away;  

aimlessly and quietly,  

in the crisp clean air.  

 

ULANI SALAZAR 

 

 
OWEN LABATE 

 

 

Spring  

Early spring  

still waking up from a  

blinding winter,  

the lazy birds on the horizon  
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sing.  

Excited  

for the warm air  

they wait  

for a fair chance to fly in the  

mild atmosphere;  

where it is not too hot  

or too cold  

to sing and soar through the  

brand new  

spring sky.  

 

ULANI SALAZAR 

 

Clouded Judgement  

The quiet walls scream  

insecurity,  

the gentle floors see nothing  

but interchangeable colors.  

Looking up  

the quiet walls look like a  

painting.  

Changing colors at every hour,  

there is no greater joy than  

looking up  

and seeing the quiet walls.  

As they scream insecurity,  

looking radiant. 

Later,  
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the yellow sets in,  

with an orange undertone.  

Looking fiery as it gets  

tired.  

The floors whisper, 

what beauty, 

as the walls grows tired and weary.  

 

Excited for tomorrow 

so they can repeat the cycle  

of everlasting ambivalence;  

happy yet sad,  

tired, but wide awake. 

 

ULANI SALAZAR 
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MAYA FOXMAN 

 

Dusk 

The sun sets over the hills, 

giving us clouds of cotton candy and soot. 

We sit on the hood of the car, 

she and I, with our little button noses 

gleaming at the tips,  

shiny highlighting powder tracing exclamation points across our skin. 

Pink and gray give way to a burnt orange; 

call it a gift from the gods of fire. 

The light casts shadows across our hair; 

a crosshatch of strands, cherry red and dark blue. 
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We stay there until our legs grow cold against the silver metal, 

until the stars come out 

and the streetlight switches on, 

casting an eerie green glow 

over the car, over us. 

She slides off the hood, 

in her slim gracefulness, looking at me with her wide eyes and full lips 

her collar bones jutting precariously above the top of her dress. 

“Come,” she says. 

 

Inside the car, 

we are shrouded in the darkness, silhouetted still in green. 

Her lighter switches and flickers; 

the shadow of the flames dance off her palm, illuminating her skin in warm orange, 

looking as natural and radiant as it would  

if the blood in her veins was the same color. 

She’s told me she only smokes cigarettes by the window, 

so she can blow the burning smell 

far far away from her small, sensitive nostrils. 

 

But she loves fire, 

she’s almost obsessed; 

she lets it stay there, enclosed by her palms 

for a moment, dancing atop her lighter, 

to go nowhere, for absolutely no purpose- 

she tells me she never blows out flames, 

instead lets them die on their own time,  

strangled by air.                                                                                                 JULIA GARDNER 
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notebook 4.6 

I am trying to see how I can’t see so far. 

My glasses are foggy due to my friend’s vape mist in my car. 

I’m writing this while driving: multitasking at its finest. 

Juggling my pen at the wheel while I’m trapped inside these poetic bars. 

Locusts are plaguing the road, trying to pray to the highest. 

 

I am praying for stress to stop preying my brain. 

I pray for deliverance from these middle-class chains. 

But coyotes are on the prowl. 

I guess today is coyote day. 

 

Shake things up to put them out of focus. 

I’m trying to dance it off but it only makes me feel more hopeless. 

Singing ballads to this beat to formulate this opus. 

 

Throwing plates trying to earn grace. 

But my sins are dust, and its scrunching my face. 

 

Moving to the left like I am going sinister.  

Moving to the right like I am becoming a minister. 

In the center of it all like I am a Lannister. 

 

Balancing ying and yang, and creating quid pro quo. 

I’m just asking for an equivalent exchange. 

 

Trying to write a letter to you but it’s blank since I lost all of my ink while on this page.  

Anyway.                                                                                         

CHRISTOPHER SCARGLATO 
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IAN CHARLES 

 

David Bowie 

 

I wanted to be Bowie.  

Not the long haired bleached blonde new Bowie  

but the comfortably numb star dust haircut Bowie with flames flickering from his pores.  

The one who drifted across the stage like a child who was never told he couldn’t.  

I want back that old Bowie, whose face was glazed white as porcelain from a China doll.  

The one who crooned and chanted to aliens.  

I want back the old Bowie who watermarked time with Major Tom 

floating through the depths of space in his tincan. 
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I want the Bowie who knew a pinprick could get him to outer space. 

I want back the old Bowie who slipped into another untamed outfit 

after each mesmerizing tune and opened our eyes to make us see  

the starman waiting in the sky set to blow our minds.   

The old Bowie who hollered about popping protein pills and made us question if there is life on 

Mars. 

The Bowie who wore peacocks dancing across his eyelids 

or a lighting bolt down his temple. 

I want back the Bowie who called himself the hand quivering  

Major Tom who was engulfed by space.  

I want back the old Bowie with the presence of a phoenix  

who would portray a woman in front of a crowd and wasn't afraid of being ridiculed.  

The Bowie who would paint his fingernails as white as milk and lips as pink as azaleas.  

I want back the old Bowie with the authentic crooked teeth, steel jaw line,  

and strawberry powdered cheeks. 

I want back the old Bowie screeching about the spiders. 

I want back the old Bowie who was from his own universe. 

The  Bowie who called himself Ziggy Stardust,  

the man from Mars. 

Can you hear me Major Tom? 

CLAY HADDOCK 
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SARAH WESTRICH 

 

"BIG GUY" 

Donald Trump Is the Big Guy. 

The Big Guy of America 

When kids this generation look up they see him 

A man of many words and many actions.   

But some break people apart. 

Rake at emotions, and split families up.  

When you are the “Big Guy” a lot is expected. 

Some can’t handle it,  

Some can but choose to handle it in a poor fashion. 

Donald Trump falls into that category, 
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He is not incompetent, he's fascist. 

He's not dumb, he's stubborn  

Donald Trump abuses the role of “Big Guy”, 

But then again isn’t it our fault for electing him? 

Or Is it our fault for letting him get into our minds  

Forcing us to elect him.  

That's a question thousands of people ask themselves every day, 

And now our youth will be brought up experiencing decisions through his belief,  

That can change how children look at the world and see it.  

Being the “Big Guy” is a job that few are cut out for, 

In my opinion Trump has little to no qualifications to prove himself, 

Not only to us as Americans, but to people as a whole 

When I see Donald Trump, 

I spit 

I feel like kids are being corrupted by his ideas  

His thoughts. 

he isn’t special he doesn't make anyone feel special. 

When I feel like the Big Guy it’s because I feel like I'm doing something important 

Something worth my while.  

When I'm called Big Guy  

I feel the need and expectation to be great 

To do something great, 

To do something no one believed i could do 

But with Donald Trump being a Big Guy, 

It’s hard to believe that being the “Big Guy” means that anymore. 

SAMUEL JOHNSON 

UNTITLED 

My sticklike bones shakily lifted me up from the corner of my tub. Stretching my back 

out, my ribs poked through my skin, my strawberry blonde hair had faded into a rusty yellow, the 
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dark circles under my eyes started to grow into full moons, my body was going through a 

famine, or a drug withdrawal, or one of those poetic things, but that is basically what I looked 

like. Chemo had stopped working a while ago, long enough that my hair actually needed a cut. 

I stood up, holding onto the sink at first to stable myself, then slowly taking a towel and 

rubbing the harsh brittle texture on my skin, stripping away the moisture. Another flash came 

from my phone, pretty much telling me to hurry my ass up because I have to get to school. My 

shot rested on the toothbrush holder, ready to cleanse a different part of me. It pierced through 

my skin, touched the armor of my vein, broke through and I pushed the top. I jumped onto the 

bus, trying to write out a speech to everyone I would have to ditch in the dirt. The school year 

had just started, so I didn't have to go to the teachers, but I felt obligated to go to everyone, 

especially the people everyone thought were my friends. Honestly I didn't really have any 

friends, just fake people who felt bad for me, or those who make the appearance to me and 

themselves they were real, but they were just lonely themselves and wanted someone to dump 

their shit on who was in worse condition, which scientifically would make them feel better.  

IRIS BURGERING 

 
PAIGE WILKIE 

 

Ode to My Nalgene  

In the side mesh pocket of my backpack 

You lay  

Waiting   

Giving me a sense of home 

Plastered with accomplishments 
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New memories built up  

Along the smooth curved edges of your translucent skin 

Containing anything 

Always up for a challenge  

Going through my day 

Looking at the things I am grateful to have done 

Places i have gone 

A visual timeline  

Suddenly  

Achievements in my life  

vanished  

In the jumble of school work and clothes 

Frantic hours looking  

The sense of home is lost  

Memories 

Accomplishments  

Places 

Friends  

All lost  

With a blink of an eye  

An irreplaceable object of success  

No longer looking at those same stickers  

That same clear bottle 

Showing a whole other meaning  

Of home 

ZOE FIELDS 

 

King Kenny  

The stage is set.  

Kendrick steps forward. 

Dressed in all red.  
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Dominating  

 

Dispersing heat like a fire.   

Face set in angry lines while spitting into the mic. 

His words pulsate throughout the crowd. 

Swaying back and forth like he's possessed by the beat.  

Sweat collecting on his forehead like grass in the morning.  

Arms twitching on the beat like a conductor.   

Head bobbing up and down 

You would think he had a concussion. 

Feet kicking out  

Lips spewing bars  

His white Air force 1s 

Slipping and twirling across the stage.  

The chant starts  

King Kenny!  

I can feel your energy from two planets away 

SHANE MCDERMOTT 

 

UNTITLED 

He lives in a blue house with a crimson door next to the dog park. I imagine his bedroom 

overlooks the river. I imagine that he wipes his dirt-caked shoes on the doormat three times a 

day. I imagine his walls are plastered in posters and magazine cutouts. He must take night walks 

often; following his faint shadow in the dirt of the aqueduct or trudging through shortcuts down 

rocky hills and thorny bushes to watch the moonlight on the river. 

He visited the desert last winter. Spent Christmas picking red sand from his hair and treating the 

sunburnt tops of his feet. I imagine he ate blood oranges every day on a rock overlooking one 

particular cactus that reminded him of himself. Or he'd splay out in a white linen hammock under 

the shade of his yurt and let the tip of his middle finger graze the rigid terrain of the earth. 

CATHERINE SAFARTY 
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SARAH WESTRICH 

 

Untitled 

You might call me God, but I call myself an author. I write about all your friends and 

family. You are the only person I can't control, and I can't fathom why. Sometimes I let the 

weaker ones do their own bidding. I place them in a daydreaming trace, well they do that to 

themselves. Without my guidance, they are merely children with meaningless thoughts. I perfect 

every detail. Down to Timothy Weiss' second favorite candy bar and his first ever memory, the 

one of his mud-stained white converse being laced by his mother's doodled on hands. I created 

his first crush on Lalia Gibbons, and his notes to himself scribbled on the corner of his bedroom 

wall in a scented grape marker. I also gave little Timmy pain and reality into his fake, doll-like 

existence. His father was shot in a Wal-Mart by an antique pistol gun while Timmy was in his 

first week of preschool. He was stuck in memorial rooms with white fringed everything. Random 

tall adults patted his shoulders and rubbed his lower back in comforting delicate circles. Timmy 

was confused, and I made him stare at the patterned wall, trying to make sense of the world. 

Hugs from long lost relatives left sprinkles of tears along the top of his head. 

If only the world was binary code. Well my book would be pretty boring then and I'm 

sure the planets would not appreciate that. They are the only members of my comfy book club, 
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nestled in our private universe. The sun, always overdressed in her flouncy gold earrings and 

stuffed in layers of thick gold cloth made from honeysuckles and childhood lemon lollipops, 

taken straight from sticky doctor offices. She likes sweet stories, coated in sugary words and 

frosted with romance. But don't forget any small detail, for she loves to digest those. Long 

willowy passages about sailboats sauntering in the sea and wispy clouds spinning around until 

they fall with dizziness. I honestly can't imagine any sort of entertainment coming from the plain 

things about life. I guess if you are as eccentric as her you enjoy the bleak white tablecloth by 

examining the one splash of color in a coffee stain. Butterflies circle her thoughts; she's quite an 

empty-headed planet according to some. Personally, I believe that the butterflies shade the 

intensity of imagination bursting in her mind. She likes books that capture the essence of 

Mississippi tea parties decorated with freshly squeezed sunshine, stiff stuffed animals, and ornate 

chairs with squealing children. Girls, with braids scattering down thin backs and bright dresses 

from the new store in town. Surrounded by clean gardens and gnarled trees. Imagine all that jazz 

placed in between two slabs of dusty cardboard and you got three peaceful afternoons without 

the lumpy voice of the sun. The Sun's always been sweetly childlike and playful. Yet wise and 

old in her presence. Her hair piles in curls around a face wrinkled and cracked with a small secret 

smile. Love pours off of her in crystal waves and pleasantly drowns you. You should honestly 

come out of those strictly lined pages and meet her. 

Her warmth practically takes up the room, battling for space with Neptune's ego. Neptune 

prefers not to take the company of others and only reads my books when she thinks I'm busy. 

She has perfect posture and slits of blue eyes. Ageless in looks and a hard, cold beauty. But 

Neptune has depths. Her isolation is due to trauma in her childhood and abuse. Touch makes her 

shiver and trust is not earned easily. Her stories need to be gentle as grass on bare feet to help 

heal those wounds. 

Meanwhile, the Sun's ex-husband, Jupiter, is a plump old man who takes up the whole 

couch on his own. With brushes and clumps of persistent red hair, he looks like the head of a 

skinned Elmo. His personality is unpredictable, indeed. Even with the sun’s calming nature, he 

would explode suddenly. From sly smiles under a thick beard to spit flying from his mouth. He 

likes short novels about bugs or sports. Mostly pictures with big eyes and cheesy smiles. He is 

too lazy to read more than a few words at a time. The pictures must tell it all.  

Uranus yearns for the tickles of science fiction and plot twists hidden is mazes of clues. 

His letters and recommendations are spilling in clusters from my mailbox. He decorates the 

sidewalk with bee stickers and rings the doorbell twice because his hands twitch if he doesn't. He 

was the first to sign up for my book club, supporting my efforts to make Earth into my chess 

board. Humans polluted our universe, and as their creator, I had to fix it. By merely 

brainwashing their greed and memories, I realized I had stripped away all that held them 

together. I was left with raw, untouched clay, dusting my fingers with gray blandness. I could 

shape them to please my precious planets. Like the thin layer coating an onion, humans were 

genuinely translucent underneath their greed. I twisted around streets and found perfect 

characters. You must realize that by perfect characters I mean mindless fools waiting to be 

controlled. A girl with cute black curls, a man with scars crisscrossing his face and the 
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occasional yappy dog sidekick. Now those humans are incredibly off topic. For once I am 

writing a story that I cannot control, one about the planets. 

Venus has a dazzling smile that seduces trees and stars into her will. Copper gold eyes 

behind thick black eyelashes and dark, crisp eyebrows. Her cat Pluto curls around her relaxed 

shoulders and purrs softly into the fabric of her blouse. She listens to audiobooks each night, 

curling the melodic string of poetic words around and around her mind. 

Mars and his comic books. Pictures in the sharpest pencils, that way the smallest details 

are clean. Pictures. Pictures. Few words so that the ones used are meaningful. Concise and neat 

and pressed. Just like him. Boxes outlined in Sharpies and rulers rotating to make straight edges. 

The pages must be old fashioned, stained with mint tea, occasionally raspberry if need be.  

CAROLINE ANDERSON 

 

Untitled 

Your name smells like sunscreen and tastes of summer strawberries. You’re so skinny I 

can imagine your bones scraping together and your movements being mechanical. The wave of 

blond that is always pulled in a messy bun with that chewed up purple pen stuck through it. 

Brown eyes always glittering like sweating, glass soda bottles, the rims reflecting curls of silver 

light despite the overwhelming night. The lines in those bumpy chapped lips, the way the bottom 

quivers when you try not to cry. But you always cry, mostly when you believe you’re alone. 

Honey, you’re never alone, I’m here.  

When the shadows talk back, and the wind forgets to set his alarm. When the sun sputters 

and fades. When pretzels stop twisting into familiar childhood shapes, I’ll be the same. We may 

be separated by miles of white, powdery stars and the never delivered 2 st birthday cakes. Their 

sprinkles have turned to colorful dust, the remains of a friendship. 

CAROLINE ANDERSON 
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ZACK TASHOFF 

 

Peasant Girl 

She was the brightest person in the room—literally. Her bright red jacket almost looked 

like cherry Kool-Aid in the dim lighting of the bar, and she stood out like a ruby among… 

among… rocks, or coal… or something. The point is that it was a bright jacket, and it was near 

impossible to just ignore her. It was thick and probably made of wool and engulfed her small 

body as if it were looking to devour her whole. She couldn’t have been more than five foot two 

at most, and she wore a prim black skirt that fell just above her knees and twirled happily when 

she moved, and her translucent black stockings had a tear near one calf and disappeared into 

brown leather boots that were worn down and needed a good deal of polishing. Her shirt was a 

dark olive color and pictured a smiling Mickey Mouse that was starting to fade and she had 

tucked it into her skirt loosely. She had probably never even seen a Disney movie before. Her 

eyes were young and looked like they hadn’t laughed in a while, and her nose was small and flat, 

and her mouth was curved into a small smile as she watched her friends talk about this and that, 

and her ears were covered by an impressive amount of curly brown hair that reached a few 

inches below her shoulders and had thin, wispy bangs framing her forehead. She would have 

been so easy to overlook and never think about again if not for that giant red jacket. Christ, the 

jacket was practically a fire hazard.  

She didn’t slouch or sit straight on the small leather bar stool, but her legs were crossed 

and her elbows weren’t on the table. She didn’t wear any jewelry or makeup or nail polish and 

her bag was small, and her overall appearance was kind of shabby once the red was overlooked, 

and she was probably a peasant. Yeah, probably a peasant. She had grown up in a crappy one 

room house with her family of  0 and, as the oldest, had to take care of all her siblings and do the 

laborious chores because her mother was always cooking and her father worked in the fields all 

day. She lived near a mountain and swam in rivers in the summer and had no heaters in the 
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winter and didn’t sleep in a bed. She had never been given a rose or had her picture taken or 

celebrated Christmas (her parents fully believed in the mystical powers of the shaman that lived 

next door), and as a kid she couldn’t even afford to pay for an hour of TV in the communal TV 

rooms. She was smart and extremely hard working and hadn’t made it past high school and never 

had the supplies because if she had money, she would spend it on food. She had dreams of flying 

above the ocean and eating grilled cheese sandwiches with tomato soup, of becoming a loving 

mother that could provide for her child, and of hating New Jersey just like everybody else did 

because it was New Jersey, come on.  

She was a citizen of South Korea, but her mother and father had been citizens of Just 

Korea until 1945, and she had been taught what to do if North Korea attacked on the first day of 

kindergarten. She hated the Japanese because her parents told her to and she hated North 

Koreans because she lived in South Korea, and she hid propaganda in her pillow that she would 

show to future generations so that they would understand that North Korea was dangerous and 

full of liars. She was a realist and rolled her eyes at her friends for trying to catch the attention of 

the American soldiers that were stationed nearby when all they had were slightly torn clothes 

patched together with various scraps of fabric and a middle school education and .5 meals per 

day. She was a realist, but she still allowed herself dreams and she wanted to leave and never see 

another piece of coal or dirty concrete again. She probably treasured that jacket and thought she 

looked more classy when wearing it even though anyone that had an ounce of intelligence could 

see that behind the faded Mickey Mouse and the tear in her stockings, she was clearly a rare find, 

a precious gem that deserved roses and a college degree and rock n’ roll. She was more Etch-A-

Sketch and less Barbie. A Coffee Cake among Ring Dings and Twinkies. 

“Man, you’ve been staring at that girl for 5 minutes. The hell are you going to do when 

she notices?” Michael chuckled, downing another shot. “We finally get a day off from patrolling 

that crazy border and you’re sitting in the corner, burning holes into some peasant girl’s jacket.” 

Michael sat down and glanced at her. He let out a low whistle and said “That is a bright 

red. Looks like a fire hydrant.” 

Then he said “You look pretty dazed. Are you sure the thing didn’t blind you?” 

Michael turned around to talk to Randy and Eric for a minute, laughed and looked at their 

uniforms and then at a group of girls, and then said, “No way, not tonight. The lieutenant was 

blinded by that girl’s jacket and Jesus Christ, it’ll be a miracle if we can get him to see anybody 

else in the room.” 
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NOTICE 

 

If interested in editing for Oneirata, or in 

submitting work to this magazine next 

year, please contact either Jonah Fried, 

our Chief Editor, or Mrs. Sarah Walters, 

our faculty advisor via the information 

below. 
 

Contacts: 

Friedj19@learn.hohschools.org 

Walterss@learn.hohschools.org 

 

Submit pieces to this email: 

Hastingslitmag@gmail.com 
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